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Every day you see government at work. No, you’re not on Capitol Hill watching laws being made, but as you walk or drive around your city or town, you can see the effects of laws, regulations, and services that the government provides.

Look at the scene below. Circle each area in the picture where you see the effects of government. Then, choose one area you circled and explain what effect government has in that area.
Government is all of the agencies, departments, organizations, groups, and individuals in a nation who make, carry out, enforce, and manage conflicts about rules and laws. Government is like a nation’s family. Families take care of children and make sure they are safe, healthy, educated, and free to enjoy life. Families encourage children to be independent, hardworking, and responsible. Families make and enforce rules and give appropriate punishments when rules are broken. Government does these things for its citizens, too.

Answer the questions below to show how government is like a family. Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

1. How does your family keep you safe? ____________________________________________________________

2. How does the government keep its citizens safe? ____________________________________________________

3. How does your family keep you healthy? __________________________________________________________

4. How does the government keep its citizens healthy? __________________________________________________

5. How does your family help you learn and become educated? __________________________________________

6. How does the government help its citizens learn and become educated? ________________________________

7. What kinds of rules does your family have for you? _________________________________________________

8. What kinds of rules does the government have for its citizens? ______________________________________

9. How does your family punish you if you break the rules? ____________________________________________

10. How does the government punish its citizens who break the law? _________________________________
If someone has power, he or she can direct or control a person or thing. If someone has authority, he or she has been given the right to have and use power. Authority is given to someone through customs, laws, or consent. Laws (the Constitution) and the consent (elections) of the American people give the United States government the authority to make and enforce laws.

For each situation below, explain whether the person in power has authority.

1. Your family takes away your video games until your grades improve.

2. A crossing guard stops traffic so that children can walk across the street.

3. A masked robber holds up a bank and steals money.

4. A bully takes lunch money from other children on her bus.

5. Your friend takes your pencil after you tell him that he can borrow it.

6. A teacher tells his students to work quietly.

7. A boy hits another boy on the playground.

8. A jury decides that a woman is guilty of a crime and must spend time in jail.

9. A woman puts up a stop sign in front of her house so that people will slow down on her street.

10. A police officer arrests a person who was seen speeding away from the scene of a crime.
Imagine a world without any rules. It might seem fun at first, but rules and laws are necessary for a community, large or small, to run smoothly. Government can prevent people from taking advantage of others. It also works to keep order and discourage violence. Having rules and laws can make people feel more safe and secure. Government also protects people’s rights and helps people who are in need.

Review the rules and laws below. Under each, write what you think would happen if the rule or law did not exist.

1. Traffic laws

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

2. Right to private property

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

3. Trial by jury

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

4. Elections of government officials

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________